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WEBSITE
01. Home

a. Choose Capra Noastra and pull its chain!
Do you believe in craft beer? Do you read the future of money in 
cryptocurrencies? be among the first to hold the $ BERE token and 
build value at dispenser!

b. Cryptocurrency investors prefer craft beer
The Blockchain revolution disrupts the way we interact with
money just like the microbreweries revolutionize the beer industry 
and the tastes at the top of the pyramid.

c. Capra Noastra - the first virtual currency
in the honor of a beer
We smoothly integrated the Blockchain technology within a 
business that has conquered craft beer lovers in Romania since 2017
jumped across the border in 2019.
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Terminology in a nutshell

Capra Noastra is the name of the avatar of Capra Noastra, which has 
been digitized. Capra Noastra and $BERE are the names and the 
standard cryptocurrency symbol, respectively launched by 
Capra Noastra Brand

Why should you buy?

• as a solid, innovative & collectible investment, if you are a pure 
investor or a crypto-enthusiast

• to be able to purchase products, services, experiences & 
Capra Noastra’s limited editions, if you are passionate about craft 
beer and you love our brand
 
• the only way you can make your personalized beer with us in the 
private or co-branded label if you are a business, a company, a 
multinational or you, as an individual, have a fancy wedding, 
an anniversary, an event you want to make an impression on
 
• to support a local brand that wants to make history and
play with the big league.
 
• because you are an open-minded person and you want to see
how the goat jumps in the virtual world.
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What’s nicer and nicer?

This project brings an image boost and media coverage, both to the 
Capra Noastra brand as well as to the token. It is a way to attract 
domestic and foreign capital competitively and innovatively.

About Capra Noastra

Capra Noastra is the craft beer created in a microbrewery from Iași, 
Romania that brings like-minded people together and creates an 
environment where everyone can enjoy a well-crafted beer.

Capra Noastra(#BERE) is the first virtual currency developed in the
honor of a Romanian craft beer, traded on the decentralized crypto 
exchange, serving as a utility token.

Through Capra Noastra(#BERE), we aim to bring together 
communities and micro-communities that love both drinking quality 
beer and Blockchain technology, level up our customer loyalty, 
eliminate third parties in marketing through user rewards (in the $ 
BERE token)for micro-marketing tasks. This happens for the first time 
within the brewery segment.

That is what we call a win-win, in an innovative, nice, and secure way.
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Top reasons for feeling safe and sound

 
       We use a smart contract. We discourage the daily trading of 
tokens and solve the problem of price volatility.

 We encourage a satisfactory process for owners of 
long-term tokens.

       Our cryptocurrency is a deflationary token that decreases 
in total supply each time a transfer takes place.

Purchase now

We will go soft on you, by guiding you step by step and teach you 
well. The process takes between 5 and 30 minutes, depending on 
your knowledge and experience.
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02. Economics - how it works

How to buy 

To purchase the $BERE token you need 2 things:

a. you have installed the Metamask digital wallet, available for mobile/
desktop or Trust Wallet, available only for IOS / Android.  
b. to hold the BNB cryptocurrency (the native currency of the 
Binance.com exchange). Capra Noastra token is listed on the 
exchange only in the $ BERE / BNB parity.

All 5 steps:

01. Make sure you have enough BNB in your account for the trading 
commission and access Pancake Swap, the place where you will 
make the BNB / $ BERE exchange: https://bit.ly/3kU4pDZ

02. Because this is the first time you buy the $ BERE token, you must 
add it to the list of currencies available for trading. Check the  
“I understand” option and click on Import. Contract ID $ BERE:
0x425E339793F1930c3B44C39cB1A8695114B3f94C

03. Click on Connect, top right. That way, you connect your 
Metamask account with the Pancake Swap Exchange.

04. Set the Slippage Tolerance to 12%. Click on Settings in the upper 
right and adjust “Slippage” between the values 5-10% (sometimes it 
can be a little more, depending on how much demand there is).

05. Enter the amount you want to buy and click on Swap!

03. Wealth & Prosperity

 - Distributed on Pancake Swap 50%
 - Marketing 10%
 - Partners & Collaborators 15%
 - Development - Brewery 15%
 - Strategy & Operations 10%

https://bit.ly/3kU4pDZ
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04. Contact

facebook.com/capranoastratoken

t.me/capranoastra

instagram.com/capranoastratoken

reddit.com/user/bereCapranoastra

twitter.com/BNoastra

Roadmap

Capra Noastra is launched in Iași, N-E Romania.

Arrive in pubs and restaurants in Belgium, Italy, the Netherlands, 
France and Japan

Capra Noastra seizes the opportunity in the Blockchain area.

Crypto market analysis, concept definition, protocol choice,
team building, launch Capra Noastra / Token on Testnet Binance 
Smart Chain & Testnet PancakeSwap.

Launch Capra Noastra / Token on MainNet Binance Smart Chain,
Business Development. List Token Pancake Swap,
Whitepaper, Website, Private investors.

Official launch, Lock Liquidity, Update Token Info bscscan.com, 
Coinmarketcap Application

Globalization

june 2017

june 2019

april 2021

may 2021

december
2021

june-july 
2021

october
2021

http://facebook.com/capranoastra 
http://reddit.com/user/bereCapranoastra
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How did it get to Capra Noastra?

In 2017, the founder of Capra Noastra set up the first artisanal 
microbrewery in Iași, with the mission to build a cheerful brand, to 
support entrepreneurs and artisans in the community, and to 
promote interaction & collaboration. Today, Capra Noastra has a 
portfolio of over 17 Belgian-style beer types, a variety of 
personalized products for sale, international distribution, and it has a 
major involvement in supporting the local community.

Within this community, the founder of the brewery, who happened to 
be a cryptocurrency enthusiast as well and Gabi Dumitriu, Blockchain 
consultant / Dev. Strategist got to know each other. As a result, their 
exchange of ideas lays the foundations of a unique project in 
Romania, through which Capra Noastra enters the world of virtual 
transactions.

What is a Capra Noastra?

It is a virtual currency traded on the decentralized exchange, serving 
as a utility token. A utility token has a clear and palpable purpose, 
that can be transposed within the Capra Noastra project as financing 
development projects: investments in marketing and 
strategy, increasing production capacity.

The network is peer-to-peer and transactions take place between 
users directly, without intermediaries. These transactions are verified 
by network nodes using cryptography and recorded in a distributed 
public registry: blockchain
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Why and how does Capra Noastra take this step now

According to the statistics, Romania is in 5th place (2019) and the 
Romanian women are in 2nd place (2021) in Europe as the volume of 
beer consumed / capita. But less than 1% of the total consumption is
represented craft beer.

In order to satisfy the curiosity of many and to grow their 
community of beer lovers and beer artisans, Capra Noastra 
understood that it deserves to become even better known. 
She knows what the steps are: strategies to increase notoriety, 
penetration of new markets, stronger loyalty, events but above all - 
offering unforgettable experiences that bring guests from overseas 
to its home.

With the ambition to build his guest and production house where it 
offers the possibility to experiment with beer unforgettably and to 
double, for the 4th time, its capacity, Capra Noastra decided that it 
wants to bring to the table as many investors as possible, who will 
bring their friends in return. Needless to say, the safest organized 
method for such a feast comes from the virtual world.

Utility tokens allow the quick collection of funds needed for the 
development of large masses of people, without the risk of taking 
the story into the shady area of a Ponzi Scheme. They work as 
coupons that owners can change later for the brand’s products or 
services.

With the $BERE virtual currency, the owner can purchase craft beers, 
personalized products made in collaboration with popular visual 
artists, or personalized experiences during factory visits.

At the same time, Capra Noastra aims to make the best of both 
worlds. In addition to the utility value, this project also offers 
Blockchain enthusiasts the possibility of a long-term investment 
without the obligation to convert.
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First in the world?

Capra Noastra jumps up only. Through the cryptocurrency, it 
becomes the first brewery in the world that offers customers the 
opportunity to purchase Capra Noastra Private Label products.

Thus, retailers, owners of HORECA, corporations with thirsty 
employees, and also gypsy breweries will be able to craft their beer 
at the Capra Noastra factory, on their own or in collaboration with 
the founder and launch their product under the desired label. The 
brewery already has dozens of such collaborations in its portfolio.

Why the initial price?

Before launch to the general public, Capra Noastra was held in 
private sales for 1 month, when the founder personally approached 
our Capra fans and local crypto enthusiasts. They realized the initial 
investment to stabilize the financial future of the currency.

Setting the price was an extremely important decision. It had to be 
both financially sound and meaningful for the brand story. The idea 
started from one of the recurring Capra Noastra campaign, entitled 
“Change the story. Go to the voting polls! ” through which the 
company encourages common-sense social activism. From the name 
of one of the beers from this campaign -“The Goat with 2 coins”, 
inspired from a traditional story”- we also created the price initially 
$ 0.02, or 2 cents.
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How does it work and what do we rely on?
Capra Noastra uses a smart contract. Here are its advantages:

01  Smart contracts allow the execution of credible transactions, with-
out having third parties validating the transactions. These transac-
tions are public and irreversible. The mechanism limits the sale and 
encourages the long-term holding of cryptocurrencies.

02  The daily trading of tokens is discouraged, thus the 
price volatility is low.

03  Automatic liquidity pool: firstly, the smart contract attracts tokens 
from sellers and buyers alike and adds them to the liquidity pool, 
creating a solid price level. Secondly, this commission acts as an 
arbitration-resistant mechanism that provides the volume of Capra 
Noastra as a reward for token holders.

How are the transactions charged?

Capra Noastra is a deflationary token that decreases in total supply 
each time a transfer takes place.
Specifically, each transaction (purchase, sale, or transfer between 
2 accounts) is charged a 10% commission, which is divided into 2 
ways:
• 5% in the form of Capra Noastra ($ BERE) is redistributed to all 
existing owners.
• 5%, divided in half as follows:
a.  2.5% is converted by smart contract into BNB and added to the 
liquidity pool
b.  2.5% is associated with BNB and added as a liquidity pair on 
Pancake Swap *.

Capra Noastra was listed using the Pancake Swap platform. We chose 
Pancake Swap because you interact with a smart contract that 
already contains the liquidity needed for the exchange process 
versus the interaction with other users, as it happens in centralized 
Exchanges that use order book trading.

 * Pancake Swap is a DEX (Decentralized Exchange) type AMM * (Automated Market Maker) built 
on Binance Smartchain infrastructure.
 ** An AMM is an algorithm that sets the price between 2 digital assets, as opposed to 
centralized exchanges, which operate based on order book trading.
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Compatibility

PancakeSwap can be used with many wallets, digital wallets (Wallets) 
such as TrustWallet, TokenPocket, WalletConnect, MathWallet, and 
MetaMask.
Although MetaMask is an ERC-20 wallet (it works natively on
Ethereum infrastructure) it can also store BEP-20 assets (specific to 
the Binance Smart Chain infrastructure) if set suitable.
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Disclaimer: The information in this document is subject to change 
or update without notice and should not be construed as a 
commitmentof any sort. This version of the whitepaper has been 
released as a draft, with the purpose of introducing the idea and 
receiving feedback from the community. If you have any questions, 
comments, or reviews please let us know and send us an email.
 
Please note that this document does not constitute to be a 
prospectusof any sort, is not a solicitation for investment or an initial 
public offering or share/equity offering, and does not pertain in any 
way to an offering of securities in any jurisdiction. Any such offer or 
solicitation will be made only through a confidential offering 
memorandum and under the terms of all applicable securities 
and other laws.


